
The 4th Be-coming Tree Live Art event via 
Zoom will livestream 36 ecoart performances 
happening simultaneously in 22 countries and 
6 continents. Artists will perform in 3 groups: 
the first from 11-12 BST, the second from 
12.30- 13.30 BST and the third 14.30-15.30 
BST. Each Pay-What-You-Can ticket includes 
a donation to plant a rainforest tree via the 
TreeSisters organisation.
 
Performances by and from: Ali Masoudi (IR), 
Andile Hamilton Nzuza + Nhlanhla Dhlamini 
(ZA), Andrea Isa (DE), Annette Arlander (FI), 
Bert Barton (NL), Caroline Gregory (ENG), L4R 
(IT), Colectivo EnHebra (CH), Daisy Black (ENG), 
MJ Newell + Deej Fabyc (IE), Dimple B Shah 
(IN), Elizabeth Damour (FR), Gina Ben David 
(IL), Jane Corbett (ENG), Janaína Moraes (NZ), 
Jasmine Cederqvist (SE), Kajoli llojak (ENG), 
Katarina Kadijevic (CZ), Lara Buffard (GR), 
Lauren Lewis (WHL), Lisa Lotte Giebel (DE), Lisa 
Maxwell Cochran (USA), Lisa Sang (ENG), Lucy 
Stockton Smith (ENG), Lujane Pagganwala (PK), 
Maria Bitka (PL), Miranda Whall (WLS), Monika 
Tobel (ENG), O. Pen Be (ENG), Peter Purg (SLO), 
Surya Tüchler (DK), TJ Thorne (ENG), Ursula 
Troche + Simon Bradley aka ArtCouple (ENG), 
Veronica Cordova de la Rosa (ENG).

4th Be-coming Tree 
Live Art event 
Sat 24.4.2021, 11-15.30 BST

12.4.2021  Press information

TICKETS AVAILABLE VIA

Be-coming Tree Facilitators: 
Jatun Risba, Danielle Imara, O. Pen Be

becomingtree@gmail.com
@becomingtree
#becomingtree

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/4th-global-be-coming-tree-live-art-event-tickets-149842538065
http://TreeSisters.org
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/4th-global-be-coming-tree-live-art-event-tickets-149842538065
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree
http://jatunrisba.com/
http://www.danielleimara.com/
https://www.instagram.com/o.pen.be/


Be-coming Tree is a radically inclusive event involving minimal curation. This 
virtual gathering of artists and trees creates a living artwork that unfolds 
before the eyes of spectators via Zoom, in real-time. Through individual self-
determined acts, participating artists offer multiple windows onto global 
performative actions simultaneously viewable on the same screen.

The artists, experienced as a multitude, offer a hive-like view to the audience gaze, 
growing a sense of global kinship with human and more-than-human forms, 
with a particular focus on the force, beauty and resilience of trees. Artists 
experience the synchronicity of their acts with others in different time zones, 
creating an energetic network of shared intention.

Rather than focusing upon individual affirmation, Be-coming Tree aims to revisit
collective action through decentralization, contagion and spontaneity so as to 
move slowly - step by step and event after event - in the direction of global 
unity and a capillary distribution of resources. This is achieved by doing and 
living Art in reciprocity with human and nonhuman others.

The fact that human lungs have been targeted by the Covid-19 virus and breathing 
is afflicted, means the decision to find existential and artistic refuge in woods 
(“the lungs of the planet”) is both prophetic and eminently responsive to the 
unprecedented ecological collapse the Earth has been dealing with in the last 
decades.

Be-coming Tree Facilitators (Jatun Risba, Danielle Imara, O. Pen Be)
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(NON)CURATORIAL 
STATEMENT 

https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


This event was an expressive immersion into the world of the tree from multiple points on 
the globe and performed in both interior and exterior spaces. It also delved philosophically 
into de-emphasizing gender and self and moving towards broader relationships with the 
natural world.
- Murray, A., 2020. BE-COMING TREE: A FOREST OF ARTISTS UNITE. [online]

A digital space which provides not only opportunities for people to gather and re-
establish ancestral connections with trees but also tangible ways to give visibility to 
artists worldwide and fund tree planting. “Be-coming Tree” demonstrates how artists, 
through their work, can contribute to building a better future for all living organisms, 
equally. In fact, it proves there are, and always will be, ways to come together, support 
each other, and make an impact in the world.
- Benedetta Turlon, Independent curator [online]

I was so moved. In addition to the powerful peaceful moments - and meditation shared 
by each artist - I was also made aware of - or the performances activated this for me... 
where I was on our rotating earth. My attention to my space while I experienced the 
screens was also active. Noticing the sun coming up and going down simultaneously on 
the screens before us, the wind blowing through my window, the first rays of light (on 
this continent anyway ) streaming into our room, connected to the leaves of the forests, 
backyards and public parks where the performances were happening was a beautiful 
connected experience.
- Alexis Iammarino, Interdisciplinary artist and educator
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REVIEWS AND FEEDBACK 
- from previous events - 

https://www.happening.media/category/magazine/en/article/5f6da17bbdcccd2d25451e0c/be-coming-tree-a-forest-of-artists-unite
http://www.benedettaturlon.com/be-coming-tree/
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


      24.4.2021 
     4th BE-COMING TREE LIVE ART EVENT 
    Group 1 Artists (11-12 BST)
  

   With performances by and from: 

  Ali Masoudi (IR), Andrea Isa (DE), Bert 

  Barten (NL), Ursula Troche (ENG), Dimple 

   B Shah (IN), Elizabeth Damour (FR), 

  Janaína Moraes (NZ), Jasmine Cederqvist 

    (SE), Kajoli llojak (ENG), Katarina 

      Kadijevic (CZ), O. Pen Be (ENG), 

         TJ Thorne (ENG).

https://www.facebook.com/events/464590564980657


REFERENCE IMAGES

GROUP 1: 11.00-12.00 BST
Reference Thumbnails & Artist List with Work title and location of the performance

1. Ali Masoudi, A green stalk, performing from Qom, Iran.

2. Andrea Isa, Inside, performing from nearby Duesseldorf, Germany.

3. Bert Barten, Talking Trees, performing from Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
4. Dimple B Shah, The Healing Touch of Bamboo, performing in Bangalore, India.

5. Elizabeth Damour, Tracing the invisible, performing from Ville d’Avray, France.

6. Janaína Moraes, Assistir árvores, perf. from Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland), New Zealand.
7. Jasmine Cederqvist, The Tree is in me, performing from Söderåsen, Scania, Sweden.

8. Kajoli llojak, A creeper, me and a dead bird, performing from Folkestone, England.

9. Katarina Kadiyevic, Breathing through the skin into you, perf. from Brno, Czech Republic.

10. O. Pen Be, Somatic Geomancy, performing from Milton Keynes, England.

11. TJ Thorne, When the sap is rising, performing from Medway Kent, England.

12. Ursula Troche+Simon Bradley aka ArtCouple, Power Tree-Poetry, from Solway, England.

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12



1. Ali Masoudi

Title: A GREEN STALK

Location: Qom, Iran

Brief description:
In the dry desert, those who are invited (those who come) walk for half an hour. 
With the help of each other, they plant seedlings and at the same time, they plant 
rose branches around the tree. Where it is dry and will be dry, forever. The camera 
watches them turn away and then back.

Links: http://garagetheater.ir/en, @GarageTheatre (FB), @garagetheater (IG)

2. Andrea Isa

Title: INSIDE 
Location: nearby Duesseldorf, Germany
Brief description:
In this performance I am literally becoming a spruce tree when I am wrapped in its 
bark. I will stand with only slight motions practising breathing exercises throughout 
the hour.I can hardly been seen because of my camouflage. 
Links: www.andrea-isa.de, Andrea Isa (FB), @andreaisa326 (IG)
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AND WORKS - Group 1

http://garagetheater.ir/en
https://www.facebook.com/GarageTheatre
http://instagram.com/garagetheater
http://www.andrea-isa.de
https://www.facebook.com/andrea.isa.12
https://www.instagram.com/andreaisa326/


3. Bert Barten

Title: TALKING TREES
Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Brief description:
Via tree-sensors connected with analogue synthesisers, Bert Barten will provide a live 
Tree-soundscape from his Amsterdam studio. He has been converting Tree vibrations 
into music for three years, and his involvement in Be-Coming Tree is part of his plan 
to plant 5 million trees.

Links: https://talkingtrees.com, @TalkingTreesProject (FB), @bartenbert (IG)

4. Dimple B Shah

Title:  THE HEALING TOUCH OF BAMBOO
Location: Kalagrama Artists Village, Bangalore ,India 

Brief description:
 I will work with a bamboo tree which is found in abundance in-studio campus 
Art village in Bangalore. I will connect to this Divine tree which is also considered 
'kalpavriksha'  tree and has the power of healing Soul, Mind and Body.

Links: http://dimplebshah.blogspot.com/, Dimple B Shah (FB), @dimplebshah (IG)
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https://talkingtrees.com
https://www.facebook.com/TalkingTreesProject
https://www.instagram.com/bartenbert/
https://www.instagram.com/ilojak_kajoli/
https://www.instagram.com/ilojak_kajoli/
http://dimplebshah.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dimplebs
https://www.instagram.com/dimplebshah/


5. Elizabeth Damour

Title: TRACING THE INVISIBLE 
Location: woods near Ville d’Avray, a small town 20 km from Paris, France

Brief description:
Large trees engrave the age of humanity in perfect rings.  I envision a continuous 
and unsteady slow walk to be resonant to the lengthy time of concentric rings 
gradually designed on the ground with threads. I will show the vulnerability against 
the strength of these giants.

Links: dialogue-with-imaginary.hubside.fr, Lyze Damour (FB), Butoh Investigation (FB)

6. Janaína Moraes 

Title: ASSISTIR ÁRVORES
Location: Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland), Aotearoa (New Zealand)
Brief description:
What do you see when becoming landscape? (How) do you land on scape lines of 
perception? This performance is an invitation to visit cartographic attention through 
choreographic landscapes for assist/seeing the trees. A durational crossing around 
the city reinventing the idea of both assisting and seeing the trees. 

Links: janainamoraes.wixsite.com, abrindoasala.com, @assistirarvores (IG)
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https://dialogue-with-imaginary.hubside.fr/
https://www.facebook.com/lyze.damour
https://www.facebook.com/Butoh-Investigation-Group-Collectif-BIG-1120009991506103
https://janainamoraes.wixsite.com/janainamoraes
http://www.abrindoasala.com
https://www.instagram.com/assistirarvores/
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


7. Jasmine Cederqvist

Title: THE TREE IS IN ME
Location: Söderåsen, Scania, South of Sweden

Brief description:
Through a slow, repetitive and meditative act of being in resonance with a tree, 
a mutual exchange of flow is conducted. A presensing experience with empathic 
”betweenness” where the the perceived and the perceiver are co-participating. An 
embodied experience of interconnectedness.

Links: http://www.jasminecederqvist.se, @jascederqvist (IG)

8. Kajoli Ilojak

Title: A CREEPER, ME AND A DEAD BIRD
Location: Sunny sand beach arches, Folkestone, England

Brief description:
Shadow image on a wall of arches. Meditation and deep breathing, exercises. The 
creeper will grow from different parts of the body (fingertips, spine, torso/chest). .At 
climax, a dead bird (budgerigar) emerges from the mouth.

Links: https://vimeo.com/user82719477, Kajoli Ilojak (FB), @ilojak_kajoli (IG)
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http://www.jasminecederqvist.se
https://www.instagram.com/jascederqvist/
https://vimeo.com/user82719477
https://www.facebook.com/kajoli.ilojak.5
https://www.instagram.com/ilojak_kajoli/


9. Katarina Kadiyevic

Title:   BREATHING THROUGH THE SKIN INTO YOU 
Location: Brno surroundings, Czech Republic

Brief description:
(Out of) body geometrics, distances, closeness. Connecting my spine with the spine 
of a tree. Merging, becoming… talkative wordless. The air is our binder in constant 
touch. Heart‘s longing. Heart‘s longing for the touch. The body is talking with the 
tree. Skin on skin. Breathing. Within.

Links: https://vimeo.com/katarinakadijevic/, Soundcloud, @olpuasd (IG)

10. O. Pen Be 

Title: SOMATIC GEOMANCY 
Location: Labyrinth , Willen Lake, Milton Keynes, England

Brief description:
Revisiting the oak tree at the centre of  labyrinthine path, which was the site for a 
transformative arts process during my recovery from illness.  Blood red thread is 
carried and wrapped around the central tree re-acknowledging nature’s power for 
rebirth.

Links: Vimeo, O. Pen Be (FB), @O.Pen.Be (IG)
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https://vimeo.com/katarinakadijevic/
https://soundcloud.com/chaoseyel-aibrthngngh
https://www.instagram.com/olpuasd/
https://soundcloud.com/chaoseyel-aibrthngngh
http://vimeo.com/user124674787
https://www.facebook.com/O.PenBeLiveArt
https://www.instagram.com/o.pen.be/


11. TJ Thorne  

Title: WHEN THE SAP IS RISING
Location: Medway Kent, England

Brief description:
Celebrating spring growth; a web of sugar-paper and hair pinning me to the tree’s 
trunk. Repetitive sequence unwrapping myself; like the sap oozing from the tree 
wound. Healing naturally, climbing out and sealing the wound in time with the web 
material, representing supplying energy to grow new shoots and leaves.

Links: https://www.tjnartists.com, @t-jartist (IG)

12. Ursula Troche + Simon Bradley aka ArtCouple

Title: POWER TREE - POETRY
Location: Solway, England

Brief description:
Ursula will walk around a tree, encircling the trunk with a skein of wool, adding a 
layer with each Iteration. Simon will intervene, using live sound recording, prepared 
imagery and his sculpture of ‘Pylon111’ derived from our recent film. We’ll both 
perform poetry fragments throughout.

Links: artcouple.co.uk, displacementactivities.org, colourcirclesite.wordpress.com
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https://www.tjnartists.com
https://www.instagram.com/t_jartist/
http://artcouple.co.uk/
http://displacementactivities.org
http://colourcirclesite.wordpress.com


           24.4.2021 
     4th BE-COMING TREE LIVE ART EVENT 
    Group 2 Artists (12.30-13.30 BST)

   With performances by and from: 

  Andile Hamilton + Nhlanhla Dhlamini (ZA),

  Bert Barten (NL), Caroline Gregory (ENG),

  Gina Ben David (IL), Jane Corbett (ENG), 

  Lauren Lewis (WHL), Lucy Stockton Smith 

    (ENG), Lujane Pagganwala (PK), Maria 

      Bitka (PL), Monika Tobel (ENG), 

        Peter Purg (SLO), Surya Tüchler 

          (DK).

        

https://www.facebook.com/events/164738988723087/
https://www.facebook.com/events/164738988723087/
https://www.facebook.com/events/464590564980657


REFERENCE IMAGES

GROUP 2: 12.30-13.30 BST
Reference Thumbnails & Artist List with Work title and location of the performance

1. Andile Hamilton + Nhlanhla Dhlamini, For Art to be Art it has to Cure, from South Africa.

2. Bert Barten, Talking Trees, performing from Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
3. Caroline Gregory, Magnificent hazel tree at Warrior Sq. Stn., St.Leonards on Sea, England.
4. Gina Ben David, Becoming Palm Energy from Sky and Earth, perf. in Tel Aviv, Israel.
5. Jane Corbett, Becoming Oak, performing from Ingleby Greenhow, England.

6. Lauren Lewis, Memorial to a tree, performing from Newport, Wales.

7. Lucy Stockton Smith, Kaleidoscope Dance, performing from East Kent, England.

8. Lujane Pagganwala, Pharmakon II, performing from Karachi, Pakistan.

9. Maria Bitka, Burning Bush, performing from Suchy Bór, Poland.

10. Monika Tobel, Becoming Rooted, performing from London, England.

11. Peter Purg, Destumpification, performing from Osek, Slovenia.
12. Surya Tüchler, Bäumen, performing from Ebeltoft, Denmark.

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12



1. Andile Hamilton & Nhlanhla Dhlamini

Title: FOR ART TO BE ART IT HAS TO CURE
Location:  Ekurhuleni, Katlehong, South Africa

Brief description:
A transformative anecdotal gesture paying homage to Alejandro Jodorowsky. 
Using Art Alchemy to solve the suffering of the environment and awareness of 
communication with nature. Exploring mysticism, healing, symbolism and values of 
Shamanic Art Psychotherapy. To transmit the pursuit of saving the environment.

Links: Andile Hamilton Nzuza (FB), Nhlanhla Dhlamini (FB)

2. Bert Barten

Title: TALKING TREES
Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Brief description:
Via tree-sensors connected with analogue synthesisers, Bert Barten will provide a live 
Tree-soundscape from his Amsterdam studio. He has been converting Tree vibrations 
into music for three years, and his involvement in Be-Coming Tree is part of his plan 
to plant 5 million trees.

Links: https://talkingtrees.com, @TalkingTreesProject (FB), @bartenbert (IG)
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AND WORKS - Group 2

https://www.facebook.com/andilehamilton.nzuza
https://www.facebook.com/nhlanhla.dhlamini.568
https://talkingtrees.com
https://www.facebook.com/TalkingTreesProject
https://www.instagram.com/bartenbert/


3. Caroline Gregory

Title: MAGNIFICENT HAZEL TREE AT WARRIOR SQUARE STATION 
Location: St Leonards on Sea, England

Brief description:
"When the winds of change blow, some people build walls. others build windmills." 
(Chinese proverb)
Continuing my relationship with this urban tree. A deepening of my experience of 
becoming; in stillness and connection with this magnificent tree. 
Links: http://carolinegregoryart.com

4. Gina Ben David

Title: BECOMING PALM ENERGY FROM SKY AND EARTH
Location: home backyard in Tel Aviv, Israel 

Brief description:
I will perform qigong exercises with the palm tree to the sky and earth and thank 
them for good energy, saying sentences to bring Meta (love from Buddha) to 
everyone in the world, then knitting a little flower medallion and putting it on the 
tree. 

Links: Gina Ben David (FB), @ginabendavid (IG) 
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http://carolinegregoryart.com
https://www.facebook.com/gina.bendavid
https://www.instagram.com/ginabendavid/


5. Jane Corbett

Title: BECOMING OAK
Location: Ingleby Greenhow in North Yorkshire, England

Brief description:
I have been spending time with an ancient hollow Oak tree, Mr Quercus, every week 
since the 11th October 2020 and a great love story and connection has unfurled. I 
feel myself becoming more Oak in mind, body and spirit through a sequence of held 
images performed in 'Oak time' reflecting the depth of our bond.
Links: You Tube

6. Lauren Lewis 

Title: MEMORIAL TO A TREE
Location: Wormit beach, Newport, Wales

Brief description:
Contemporary Dance performance art depicting the life and death of a tree through 
improvisation. This will be an emotional response and reflection on the process of 
life. Just as trees, humans go through seasons; some painful ,some fruitful but part 
of a bigger picture. 

Links: Lauren Lewis (FB), @laurenlewisartist (IG)
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PARTICIPATING ARTISTS 
AND WORKS - Group 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zA9EgvtiF8Q
https://m.facebook.com/laurenlewischoreographer/
https://www.instagram.com/laurenlewisartist/


7. Lucy Stockton Smith

Title: KALEIDOSCOPE DANCE
Location: East Kent, England

Brief description:
Dance with us while gazing up into the woodland canopy. Branches slide past each 
other creating their own rhythms and patterns like a macro kaleidoscope. Celebrate 
the space between, the abundance of air, the forms that mirror all bodies on a 
microscopic, cellular level. Don’t look down at your feet when you dance.

Links: www.lucy-stockton-smith.co.uk, @lucyessess (IG)

8. Lujane Pagganwala 

Title: PHARMAKON II 
Location: Karachi, Pakistan

Brief description:
In the 2nd rendition of my performance ‘Pharmakon’, a 5ft conical headpiece will 
rest on my shoulders, as I sit under the tree. The leaves and branches extend to my 
structure, as if giving birth to me. I will succumb to the manifestation of this growth 
to transcend into a hybrid autonomous being, if the tree accepts me.

Links:  @lujane.pagganwala (IG)
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http://www.lucy-stockton-smith.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/lucyessess/
https://www.instagram.com/lujane.pagganwala/
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


9. Maria Bitka

Title: BURNING BUSH 
Location: Suchy Bór, Poland 

Brief description:
I’ll interact with the apple tree growing in my mother’s garden which already was 
part of my recent project ( I’ve placed two little sculptures on it). This time I would 
like to kiss, and leave the  marks of red lipstick on different parts of the tree. 
Links: http://mariabitka.pl/, @maria.bitka (IG)

10. Monika Tobel

Title: BECOMING ROOTED
Location: Tottenham Cemetery Park, London, UK

Brief description:
Trees communicate through vibrations using their root systems. I will tap into this 
communication system through interacting with the visible roots. Creating vibrations 
using my voice, my breath, and my body, I intend to transpose a message of 
connectedness, gratitude, love, and kinship, in a meditative performance.

Links: monikatobel.com, @tobelart (IG), Vimeo, Partizangrl
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https://www.instagram.com/maria.bitka/
http://www.monikatobel.com
https://www.instagram.com/tobelart/
https://vimeo.com/user69756898
https://soundcloud.com/partizangrl
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


11. Peter Purg

Title: DESTUMPIFICATION
Location: Woods above Osek village, Slovenia

Brief description:
Attempting to remove a stump with hand tools only, an axe and a saw. No machines, 
no electricity, no fossil fuel. No help of animals enslaved. Plain single human body 
effort to remove a big tree stump out of the soil. 
Links: http://au.ung.si/peterpurg,  https://vimeo.com/peterpurg

12. Surya Tüchler

Title: BÄUMEN
Location: Ebeltoft, Denmark

Brief description:
I want to explore the animal nature within me through the physical connection with 
a tree and the multisensory perception of nature. By covering my body with natural 
materials, I transform myself and become one with my environment. I slip deep into 
materials and places to feel the depth within myself. 

Links: www.suryatuchler.de, Vimeo
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http://au.ung.si/peterpurg
https://vimeo.com/peterpurg
http://www.suryatuchler.de
http://www.vimeo.com/suryatuechler
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


            24.4.2021
4    4th BE-COMING TREE LIVE ART EVENT 
    Group 3 Artists (14.30-15.30 BST)

   With performances by and from:

  Annette Arlander (FI), Bert Barton (NL), 

  L4R (IT), Colectivo EnHebra (CH), Daisy 

  Black (ENG), MJ Newell + Deej Fabyc (IE),

  Lara Buffard (GR), Lisa Lotte Giebel (DE),

    Lisa Maxwell Cochran (USA), Lisa Sang 

     (ENG), Miranda Whall (WLS), Veronica 

        Cordova de la Rosa (ENG).

https://www.facebook.com/events/164738988723087/
https://www.facebook.com/events/464590564980657


REFERENCE IMAGES

GROUP 3: 14.30-15.30 BST
Reference Thumbnails & Artist List with Work title and location of the performance

1. Annette Arlander, Swinging with a Pine, performing from Hailuoto, Finland.

2. Bert Barten, Talking Trees, performing from Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
3. L4R, How alive… how toxic?, performing from Rome, Italy.  

4. Colectivo EnHebra, Inside the life of the tree, performing from Santiago, Chile.
5. Daisy Black, Feral - Beltane,  performing from Norfolk, England.

6. MJ Newell + Deej Fabryc, Witching Willow, performing from Tipperary, Ireland. 

7. Lara Buffard, Serendipity, performing from Syros, Greece.
8. Lisa Lotte Giebel, A thousandfold one, performing from Leipzig, Germany.

9. Lisa Maxwell Cochran, Awakening from a dream on stolen land, from California, USA.

10. Lisa Sang, What remains?, performing from Stanmer Village, England. 

11. Miranda Whall, Crossed Paths - Birch Tree, performing from Aberystwyth, West Wales.

12. Veronica Cordova de la Rosa,Tree of Life self-care routine, perf. in Oxford, England. 

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12



1. Annette Arlander

Title: SWINGING WITH A PINE
Location: Hailuoto, gulf of Bothnia, Finland

Brief description:
Swinging with a tree, in a small swing tied to the branch of a tree, is an enjoyable 
way of spending time with that tree, both experiencing and depicting how 
dependent I am of its support. 

Links: annettearlander.com, meetingswithtrees.com, @meetings_with_trees (IG)

2. Bert Barton

Title: TALKING TREES
Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Brief description:
Via tree-sensors connected with analogue synthesisers, Bert Barten will provide a live 
Tree-soundscape from his Amsterdam studio. He has been converting Tree vibrations 
into music for three years, and his involvement in Be-Coming Tree is part of his plan 
to plant 5 million trees.

Links: https://talkingtrees.com, @TalkingTreesProject (FB), @bartenbert (IG))
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https://meetingswithtrees.com
https://www.instagram.com/meetings_with_trees/
https://talkingtrees.com
https://www.facebook.com/TalkingTreesProject
https://www.instagram.com/bartenbert/
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree


3. L4R

Title: HOW ALIVE… HOW TOXIC? 
Location: Rome, Italy

Brief description:
It’s a paradigm within a living tree using a digital microscope. We will travel around 
the tree and its surroundings by closely observing its texture and colors thanks 
to technology, looking carefully we could observe the social impact on nature, as 
polluted as it is sustainable.

Links: www.l4r.it, Instagram (IG), Facebook (FB)

4. Colectivo EnHebra

Title: INSIDE THE LIFE OF THE TREE
Location: Santiago, Chile

Brief description:
Translating the knitted vegetable fibres into the human body, we make a call to 
transmute ourselves to nature, through a performance that visually translate the 
cycle of a tree in all of its stages.Linking it with the four seasons, the four elements 
and the rituals of our native people. 

Links: YouTube, EnHebra Activación (FB), @colectivoenhebra (IG)
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5. Daisy Black 

Title: FERAL – BELTANE
Location: Wild Ken Hill, Norfolk, England

Brief description:
A circus and movement performance as part of Gossamer Thread Circus's project 
'Feral' project, drawing on folklore, ecology and rewilding. 

Links: gossamerthreadcircus.weebly.com/feral.html, thedaisyblack.com, IG

6. MJ Newell + Deej Fabryc   

Title: WITCHING WILLOW 
Location:  Tipperary, Ireland

Brief description:
Artists collaborate to make a circle of goat willow planted in honour of the great oak 
in the quarry field / cairéal dair. The protagonists might be hard to see as they will 
be moving slowly in a bushy disguise. 

Links: https://www.fabyc.co.uk/, Deej Fabyc Art (FB), asbestostourism (Wix)
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7. Lara Buffard

Title: SERENDIPITY
Location: Syros, Greece

Brief description:
Don't breathe; it's too noisy. Don't move, it's too much. You can dance but only with 
your mouth but don't forget you are a tree. Don't pretend to have emotions! 

Links: http://www.larabuffard.com/

8. Lisa Lotte Giebel

Title:  A THOUSANDFOLD ONE
Location: Leipzig, Germany

Brief description:
In the middle of this tree I am, a naked body.  I move slowly and subtly. I want to 
approach and experience how the human body and the tree body merge into each 
other, becoming one of the thousands of  non-normative social bodies. 

Links: http://www.lisalottegiebel.com, Lisa Giebel (FB)
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9. Lisa Maxwell Cochran

Title: AWAKENING FROM A DREAM ON STOLEN LAND
Location: Coastal Miwok Land, Northern California, USA 

Brief description:
I am on the ground, awakening as if from a dream.  Sensing the water, under the 
earth and the vast, communicating network beneath my body. I Iook up, at this 
beloved, ancient oak tree, and begin to dance, feeling awe, connection, calm, 
grounding into gravity in delight and wonder. 

Links: @maxwell_artmama (IG)

10. Lisa Sang  

Title: WHAT REMAINS?
Location: Churchyard in Stanmer village, Sussex, England

Brief description:
In shadows cast by the Yew a statue sits, in her hand, a book from which is revealed 
its sacred history: its power to protect and guard, to die and be reborn, a symbol of 
sorrow and sadness, placing each on her lap. Hecate and Yew, timeless guardians, 
linked by Myth. 

Links: Lisa Sang (FB)
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11. Miranda Whall

Title: CROSSED PATHS – BIRCH TREE
Location: Aberystwyth, West Wales, UK

Brief description:
To imbue the tree within and break out of the clinical cleanliness of this pandemic, 
the performance will physically manifest a Circle of Life. Creating a growth on my 
face made of glue, cling, rope, curry leaves, twigs and mud. I will breathe through a 
tube penetrated through this tumour like growth.

Links: www.mirandawhall.space, @mirandawhall (IG)

12. Veronica Cordova de la Rosa  

Title: TREE OF LIFE SELF-CARE ROUTINE
Location: Council State building, Oxford, England

Brief description:
My piece consists of an intimate self-care routine, I will use different herbs such as 
rue, rosemary, lavender, bay leaves, mint, chamomile, and other seasonal flowers. My 
self-care routine looks to activate my sense of touch, smell, sight, taste, and sound 
and boost my mental and spiritual well-being.

Links: https://veronicacordovadelarosa.wordpress.com, @veronica_cordovadelarosa
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The Be-coming Tree project is shortlisted for the Climate Award CHWA 2021.

FOUNDING PARTNERS:

ARTISTIC PARTNERS:
                                   Performance Magazine Live 

COMMUNITY PARTNERS:

MEDIA PARTNERS:
Franco G. Livera (Video editing)
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We would like to thank all of our partners and 
supporters that have helped make this event 
a success. 

https://www.culturehealthandwellbeing.org.uk/chwa-2021-awards-shortlist-climate
https://www.facebook.com/groups/perfomancemagazine/
https://www.instagram.com/fglivera/
https://awesomewithoutborders.org/
https://talkingtrees.com/
https://treesisters.org/
http://www.steamatelier.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/becomingtree

